
GOAL 4 QUALITY EDUCATION 
 
 
INTRODUCTION – Why is this a Global Justice Issue? 
 
The Global Goals are a great way to engage students in global justice issues, however the goals can 
be interpreted very loosely losing the global justice element. WWGS has picked out strong global 
justice issues in each goal to support the direction you take them within your school.  
 
Education is important for an individual’s, community’s and nation’s development. Education is a 
public good, a global common good, a fundamental human right and a basis for guaranteeing the 
realisation of other rights. However, education needs to be relevant and of good quality and should 
not be used as a tool to shape a political, economic, corporate or social agenda that goes against the 
wellbeing and happiness of people and in particular children. Quality education is also a retention 
issue. Although great gains have been made as regards the numbers getting into school, the 
numbers staying in school is a different story. 
 
STEP 1: Identify Target Group 
 
SUGGESTED CURRICULUM LINKS: English, Modern Foreign Languages, Geography, Politics 
and Society, Senior Gaeilge. 
 
STEP 2: Pick a Global Theme 
 
GLOBAL GOALS INDICATOR 
4.1. Ensure that children complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education 
leadning to relevant and effective learning outcomes. 
 
SUGGESTED AREA OF FOCUS: 
This guideline is an introduction to Quality Education and questioning it’s role in society. We advise 
that you start with this guideline and explore the other Education guidelines after this one.  
 
The main global justice themes for Goal 4 are: 

• Quality Education 
• Access to Education & Financing Education 
• Global Citizenship Education 

 
 
Overviews of Goal 4: Education 
 
For a good overview of Global Goal 4 Quality Education for teachers-go to 
https://globaldimension.org.uk/wllgoal/quality-education/ 
 
Development Perspectives have an information toolkit as part of their SDG Challenge series.  
https://www.developmentperspectives.ie/SDGChallenge/InformationPacks/SDG%204%20Quality%2
0Education.pdf  
 
UNESCO take the lead on the Education Goal-find out how 
https://en.unesco.org/themes/education2030-sdg4  



 
 
STEP 3: Explore Theme-TEACHING AND LEARNING MATERIALS: 
When exploring any theme, be sure to read for guidance on the approach: 

• WWGS How to Guide http://www.worldwiseschools.ie/wp-
content/uploads/2019/09/GCE-How-to-guidebook-web.pdf 

 
• Teaching for sustainable development through ethical global issues pedagogy: 

https://globaldimension.org.uk/resource/guidance-on-teaching-complex-global-issues-
resource-for-secondary-teachers/  

 
 
Where do I start with discussing quality education? Debate It!  
Run a moving debate in the classroom. If time permits clear a space so they can move from an 
‘agree’ to a ‘disagree’ side. If time and space do not permit you can run it with ‘hands up’ if you 
agree-get the students to agree the gestures for agree/disagree/don’t know if seated. Instructions 
on a walking debate can be found here https://www.jct.ie/perch/resources/english/walking-debate-
strategy-sheet-2.pdf 
 
It is often good to run a debate without the students having any prior knowledge of the subject so 
you can let opinions flow and get a gauge on the students’ thoughts. If time permits you might run 
the debate again following an exploration of the issue. 
 

‘Homework is a waste of time’ 
 
This is a great debate to engage the idea of debating and the topic of quality education to students. 
It’s worked every time to engage teenagers in a debate about education. 
 

‘Education is a positive force for change’ 
 
Its important to recognise that not all education is quality education. Calls have been made for the 
reform of formal education systems around the world, as it is claimed they marginalise some 
learners and prepare them for fitting into existing systems rather than equipping them for change. It 
is also claimed by some that the quality of education provided is poor and only prepares learners to 
serve the market economy. 
 
Of course, there are plenty of examples of where education has made a positive change. 
 
If you have the time for one more motion: 
 

‘The keys to good quality education are teachers’ 
 
Globally, the UN estimates that 69 million new teachers are required to achieve universal primary 
and secondary education by 2030. To offer every child primary education, 25.8 million more school 
teachers need to be recruited. Meanwhile, in 1 out of every 3 countries, less than three-quarters of 
teachers are trained to national standards. There is also a huge issue with teachers’ pay everywhere! 
 
VIDEOS-Different perspectives on Education 
There are many different opinions; perspectives and viewpoints about education here are a 
few that you can watch after the debate: 



 
Education reform 

• Eilish Dillon NUI Maynooth-The Future of Education is Critical and Connected  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5lfgkGsS0A  

• Ken Robinson: Bring on the learning revolution! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFMZrEABdw4 

• Changing the Education Paradigm by Ken Robinson: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U 
Warning: this video is very good but it does criticise the diagnosis of ADHD so be careful to 
scaffold it with students. 

 
Education is not the answer! 
Manish Jain: Western-style Schooling, Unemployment and Cultural Breakdown. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ul96LrUkpbQ 
 
Education can change the World-Global Goal 4   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZxhZy64cvA 
A good question to ask of this video is that the first benefit it mentions for education is being 
economically productive-is this the purpose of education?? 
 
Schooling the World-https://schoolingtheworld.org  
This Film, discussion guide and resource really challenge our opinions on education as a force of 
positive change however it is powerful way for us to question the type of education provided and 
how relevant it is to each community. 
 
Education Can Transform the World Lesson Plan: https://c15a759148e3465cc1e0-
b5c37212e1d32204235caf5298e9144a.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/2016/06/21-Education-Can-Transform-
the-World.pdf 
 
STEP 4: Students Sharing Learning 

• Plan and run a quality education awareness campaign  
• Conduct a case study on the education system focusing on the curriculum examine if it 

relevant to the children? You can also look at access to education (e.g. enrolment in primary 
education) in selected communities or countries.   

• Celebrate UN International Literacy Day (8 September) or World Teachers’ Day (5 October), 
International Day of Education (24 January) or take part in Global Action Week for Education 
in April every year. 

• Facilitate discussion in your school and local community - Invite along local TDs and 
community members and start stimulating discussion on what we mean by quality 
education.  

• Reach out to civil society and NGOs - Engage with civil society groups and NGOs on the issue 
of Education.  

• Organise activities and demonstrations - it is important to increase the frequency and quality 
of media coverage on access to education. 

• Encourage Discussion – the issue of access to education is still not very well known. Talk with 
your friends, family and community about quality education.  

• Use social media to share information 
• Have you heard any debates on the radio or news? If not, contact radio and TV broadcasters 

to ask for the debate to be publicised. 
 



 
STEP 5: CREATE CHANGE 
 

• Go to www.Uplift.ie. This is a good platform to find out what grassroots campaigns are 
happening. You can also start your own campaign here too.  

 
There’s plenty of teaching resources for exploring Education-most focus on access to education and 
do not address the root causes of why the Goal of Quality Education has not been reached. 
It’s important to explore with your students the underlying reasons WHY quality education is not the 
reality for many communities around the world. Here are a number of reasons WHY:  

• Debt  
• Tax injustice- https://www.christianaid.ie/campaigns/tax-justice-campaign 
• Unfair Trade 
• Unfair financial system 

 
Go to www.financialjustice.ie for resources to explore these issues. 
 

• The Global Campaign for Education- www.campaignforeducation.org  
• UK based campaign with good resources to explore education www.sendmyfriend.org  
• Campaign for better pay and conditions for teachers worldwide go to Education 

International for details on this and other education campaigns and information. 
https://www.ei-ie.org  

• Campaign for increased financing to education globally- 
https://www.campaignforeducation.org/en/what-we-do/campaigns/education-financing/  

• Campaign for an increased percentage of overseas development aid to go to Education 
Programmes-contact the Minister for Overseas Development Aid Colm Brophy and ask how 
much of Ireland’s overseas aid goes to education programmes. 

• Getting in touch with your local politicians and talk about you learned and what needs to be 
done for Ireland to play it’s part in good quality education - Make an appointment with your 
TD, phone, use emails and Twitter to contact them directly.  

 
 
Read the guidelines on Access & Financing Education and Global Citizenship Education to further 
explore this goal. 


